SOLAS - Verified Gross Mass Submission Template

Date (Verification date of container VGM)

Shippers Information:
Company Name
Authorized Persons Name in Capital Letters
Contact Information (Phone or Email)

DHL reference number

Method used
Method 1 - Actual weighing of the packed & sealed container
Method 2 – Adding the weight of the packages and cargo items including pallets, dunnage, etc to the tare weight of the container

Select one:

VGM Weight Unit of Measure
Select one:
KGS or LBS

Container Number
VGM Weight

Upon completion of container loading, please send this fully completed form back to your DHL Global Forwarding representative, before the advised VGM cut-off date and time.

I hereby declare that I am an authorized signatory of Shipper and that the information is true and correct for each individual container mentioned above. Shipper shall indemnify DHL Global Forwarding against all loss, damage or expense resulting from the inaccuracy or inadequacy of the above information.

For more information, please refer to the IMO's Guidelines on SOLAS.


DHL Global Forwarding - Head Office, Johanniterstrasse 1, 53113 Bonn, Germany